Welcome to Zed Coin:
If you have come here and reading this text then we can assume that you have some
interest in Zed Coin. We take great pleasure in welcoming you here. Zed Coin
Thanks you whole heartedly.
Zed Coin has taken the initiative of starting a business that is highly prospective and
is poised to become a source that is powerful in its own sector. We have planned to
disrupt the valid gaming sector which is known as casinos, melodramatically.
It is our great pleasure to inform you that we have joined the ranks of fintech
companies that have taken the initiative of bringing technological changes in order
to bring rational and revolutionary changes in order to tackle the present problems
in the financial system. Though our initiative is to bring technological changes but
we are not only asking for funds on this basis.
We take great pleasure and pride in informing you that we are bringing to the
market our own native coin believing that our Zed Coin will bring the substantial
change in the needs of the business. Going down this content you will find that we
have covered every minute detail here in brief and you will ponder that there is
much more that will drive the value of coins than most offerings.
Within few moments of its going live, Zed Coin will be able to manage daily
transactions here that will have a turnover of around $250 million on daily basis.
Within few weeks, Zed coin will be cryptographically hosting a business that is
major generating millions. The contents available here has all such details related to
Zed Coin which would be able to manage global business that will have a necessary
critical mass with the proper flow of transactions which would be created by Zed
Coin holders which would be member of the international Zed coin community.
We are of a very positive opinion that from this you would be able to understand in
brief about Zed Coin, its working, and how this fintechsoultions will bring added
advantage to stakeholders and significant cost savings. It will also narrate how it will
personally benefit you as a person and how one can gain the most out of it.
We look forward to this great journey at Zed Coin.
The content written here is originally written in English. It may be possible that the
translation to another language may not bring the correct meaning to the content.
Reader discretion is advised.
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The Art of Solving a Problem:
The Z Factor:
The Application of fintech to the global casino sector will have far reaching impact
which will improve efficiency and will also save cost and much more.

Problems at the Present:
High roller Elite Gamers travel to Macau very year in numbers of hundred to play
games like Baccarat and others that has stake of millions of dollars at minimum.
These gamers sit in the elite areas and on the top tiers enjoying the great game which
mostly depends on sheer luck. These syndicates who manage the game manage
millions of dollars on daily basis and have the task managing games for each such
elite gamer who is willing to stake millions in the game. There is huge charge for
managing the game as well as repatriation money, etc.
The job of the junket is high with pressure as he has to manage millions of dollars
on daily basis for each of the visiting elite gamer who may win or lose on that given
day. A minimum of 5% is charged basically to manage all this financial
arrangements. For the players, they are basically required to pay a fees between 57% of the amount they win in the game. It thus becomes very difficult to manage
such a huge sum of money on daily basis.
A respectable junket in general manages 100 elite gamers at a particular time on a
given day in Macau and that mostly results in the flow of $250 million transaction.
The frictional cost that junkets of both sides suffer due to constant churn of players
and transfer of the sum on both the sides with repatriation of winning amount and
positioning of the amount at stake is both punitive and huge.

Solution to the given Problem:
We offer the fintech solutions to the junkets who lose money due to frictional
transactions and the huge trouble of managing such huge amount. Here we give the
solution of converting the whole amount into a token which can be transferred as
per need and can also be tracked reducing the trouble of managing such huge
amount and reducing other expense and extra costs resulting in profit for both the
parties including the shareholders in the game. Thus tokenizing both the stake
monies and the gaming chips ensure the safety in transaction of such huge amount
presenting solution to the junkets, the elite gamers, the stakeholders and others
with security in transaction, proper tracking of the money flow, reduce in extra cost
and also reduction in frictional loss.
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By connecting here at Zed Coin, the elite gamers can easily convert their fiat money
into digital tokens which they can use in their games at the required time. They can
thus store the tokens in their account which can be easily accessed from their smart
phone wallet at any time and can be used during transaction. Using a brief security
system one can manage and convert coins to their need.
With ease, the gamer can easily and effortlessly convert the zed coin into the chip
for using it at the junket. After the gaming process is over, one can thus again can
convert the chip back to the zed coin which could later be converted to money. One
can easily convert the zed coin into any digital money just using their smartphone.
One can also store the coin in the wallet for future gaming at will for the time they
deem fit.
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